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Is your conservatory 
too hot to enjoy?
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Conservatory Sails
InShade conservatory sails are the modern, efficient way to control heat and glare in your conservatory.  

InShade uses an exclusive  solar control fabric that reflects heat, provides shade and cuts harsh rays, 

transforming your conservatory into the perfect summer space.

Designed and manufactured in the UK, our sails help you get the maximum enjoyment from your 

conservatory. A patented tension edge keeps the sails taut when installed and makes them easy to remove 

and clean. InShade sails are manufactured from premium materials for a long life, backed by a 5 year warranty.



Exceptional solar performance with up to 73% solar reflectance, 

significantly reducing heat gain and eliminating glare.

Machine washable for simple, effective 

cleaning to maintain looks and performance.

Market leading warranties on all 

fabrics and fittings.

Features
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Suitable for all styles and spaces
InShade sails are versatile and effective, and their simple design complements the style and 

dimensions of any space. Unrestricted by conservatory roof and ceiling shapes, your InShade sail 

design can range from simple and elegant to wild and wonderful, or anywhere in between.

InShade provides a solution tailored to your specific requirements, providing the shade needed while 

maintaining a light-filled space and an open view. The fabric’s special structure eliminates glare while 

bathing your room in soft natural light.



InShade ISX
ISX is a unique, UK-made solar, control stretch fabric 

that provides shade, reflects heat and diffuses 

sunlight. We developed this fabric to handle the 

extreme temperatures found in UK conservatories. 

ISX sets a new standard in solar performance.
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Our standard fabric comes in a range of subtle, natural colours.  

All standard colours offer best-in-class solar performance, 

providing heat control and exceptional value.

Our Duplex fabric further enhances solar performance - with 

a white side to maximise heat reflection.   This innovative 

fabric allows the introduction of dark coloured sails without 

compromising  solar performance or durability.   

Colour choice

* Graphite

 * Colours only available in Duplex

Ivory

*

* * Slate



Colour Match
Colour Match is available for all of our fabrics.  Our Colour 

Match option allows you to match InShade sails to your 

favourite object or colour.  
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www.inshade.info

Contact your local supplier today:
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